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The IBM Blue Gene/Q (BG/Q) supercomputer, the third generation in the IBM Blue Gene line, has once again
demonstrated the viability of using a non-commodity hardware to deliver scalability, power efficiency and good
system reliability while providing high computational performance. One unfortunate disadvantage of this custom-
hardware approach, however, is that the software ecosystem made available on these highly specialized machines 
pales in comparison to what is available to users of commodity hardware. This is especially true for software 
development tools: compilers, debuggers, profiling tools, etc., because these tools require non-trivial customization 
to work well on custom hardware. Not only does this restricted software ecosystem often make it difficult to 
compile, debug and profile applications, it also limits the ability of researchers and engineers to experiment with 
alternative techniques across large codebases. This is because the usual open-source tools, which are not only 
widely supported by applications but also provide a solid platform for research, are often not available, or don’t 
work well, on non-commodity machines.

In this poster, bgclang, a compiler toolchain based on the LLVM/Clang compiler infrastructure, but customized
for the BG/Q supercomputer, is described. By enhancing LLVM with support for the BG/Q’s
QPX vector instruction set, bgclang inherits from LLVM/Clang a high-quality auto-vectorizing optimizer, C++11
frontend, and many other associated tools. This allows bgclang to provide both capabilities not otherwise available
on the BG/Q and also a much-needed platform for experimentation. The fact that a fully C++11-compliant pro-
gramming environment, supporting OpenMP and QPX autovectorization, is available on the BG/Q only because
of bgclang is probably bgclang’s most important contribution to computational science as a whole. Furthermore,
the author of this poster has played a major role in the development of LLVM’s autovectorization infrastructure, and
has contributed significantly to the PowerPC backend. However, for the sake of brevity, and to focus only on novel
development of direct relevance to the BG/Q, this poster will present two facets of bgclang that highlight its unique
capabilities: First, bgclang’s Address Sanitizer feature, which provides efficient instrumentation-based memory-
access validation that can be applied at scale; second, experiments in loop optimization techniques, including a
software prefetching optimization, within bgclang. These loop optimizations can produce 2x speedups over code
produced by other available compilers for loops in the extended TSVC bechmark suite.

Address Sanitizer on the BG/Q

Loop Optimizations

The Address Sanitizer project provides instrumentation-
based memory-access bounds checking, a debugging
technique essential for finding buffer-overflow errors in 
production-level applications with realistic working sets.
Because scientific applications often contain large arrays, 
and use explicit index-calculation code to access those
arrays, buffer overflow errors are fairly common, often due 
to “off-by-one” programming mistakes. Address Sani-
tizer can also find use-after-free (a.k.a. dangling-pointer) 
errors. There are two widely used open-source tools for
catching these kinds of errors: Valgrind and Address 
Sanitizer. A prototype of Valgrind is currently available on
the BG/Q, but the slowdown factor imposed by Valgrind is 
much higher than that from Address Sanitizer. The mag-
nitude of the slowdown is important, because to find an 
error a realistic working set may need to be provided to the
application, and the error might not occur until some 
amount of computation has already been performed, so 
the application must be able to reach the erroneous state 
in some time window acceptable to the relevant supercom-
puting facility. On modern out-of-order server-level cores, 
the slowdown from Address Sanitizer is approximately
2x, while the slowdown from Valgrind is approximately 20x.

Future Directions

bgclang will continue to evolve and mature over time. The future will 
bring improved instruction selection and scheduling, improved 
OpenMP performance, inter-procedural analysis, and improved 
vectorization abilities. Many of these features will be developed 
upstream in LLVM/Clang first, and then brought into bgclang. 
Polyhedral loop optimizations from the Polly project will be integrated in 
the near future, and the profile-guided optimization capabilities being 
developed upsteam in LLVM/Clang will be brought into bgclang, with 
some necessary customization for running under an MPI-style SPMD 
environment. Longer term, the ability to leverage static analysis, 
runtime profiling data and feedback from the optimizer and code 
generator, should provide a powerful platform for developing feedback-
directed code refactoring tools for implementing performance 
optimizations. Moreover, bgclang will continue to provide these 
capabilities within the most modern of programming environments: 
OpenMP 4 support is being implemented, C+14 support is nearly 
complete (and should certainly be available prior to 2015), and our goal 
is to provide C++17 support to bgclang users once that specification is 
finalized. As a result, modern code development can continue on the 
BG/Q until its final hours.

Availability

bgclang is available under the same BSD-style license as LLVM/Clang 
itself (except for those pieces derived from the GNU binutils package). 
User documentation is available at http://www.alcf.anl.gov/user-
guides/bgclang-compiler and bgclang binaries and source can be 
downloaded from http://trac.alcf.anl.gov/projects/llvm-bgq.
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Software Prefetching

The hardware prefetcher (L1P) on the BG/Q does not place data directly into the L1 cache, 
but rather, holds it in a dedicated L1P buffer. Accessing data from this buffer takes almost 
5x as long as reading data stored in the L1 cache itself. While there are sometimes 30 
instructions in the loop body that can be scheduled in between a load and its first use, this 
is often not the case, and mitigating this excess latency can be accomplished via multiple 
mechanisms, including:

● Running with multiple hardware threads
● Loading data in each loop iteration for use by some future loop iteration
● Issuing explicit prefetch instructions (which do bring the data into the L1 cache)

A custom loop transformation was developed for bgclang which inserts explicit prefetch 
instructions for loads in inner loops. This transformation needs to predict the number of 
cycles each loop iteration will require and, from that, determine for how many iterations 
ahead to prefetch data. bgclang essentially uses the algorithm suggested by Callahan, 
Kennedy and Porterfield nearly a quarter of a century ago, with the exception that care is 
taken not to prefetch any cache line more than once. Double-prefetching a cache line on 
the A2 is particularly expensive because it will cause a pipeline stall until the data is loaded. 
Currently, only loads which have pointer operands that are linear functions of the loop's 
iteration count are supported, and the loop needs to have a structure supported by LLVM's 
ScalarEvolution loop-analysis infrastructure. While these limitations are fairly severe, many 
loops, in practice, are structurally simple and prefetch instructions can be generated for 
their loads.

As can be seen from figure below, bgclang's prefetch insertion is sometimes more effective 
than bgxlc's, and furthermore, bgclang's implementation serves as a basis for future 
experimentation in this important area.

Pre-Increment Load and Store Preparation

Many loops access elements of one or more data arrays demonstrating the idiom ``load 
from or store to this pointer, increment (or decrement) the pointer by some amount, and 
then load from or store to it again.'' Less common is the idiom ``take some pointer, 
increment (or decrement) the pointer by some amount, and then load from or store to it'', 
however, the PowerPC ISA (including the QPX vector instructions supported by the BG/Q) 
provide load and store instructions that embody this second idiom. Taking advantage of 
these instructions on the BG/Q is important, especially for loops with small bodies, because 
they allow transforming a two-cycle load/store-add pair into a single instruction that 
dispatches in a single cycle. These are pre-increment load/store instructions, which IBM 
calls load and store ``with update'', and they not only load or store data as appropriate 
using some base+offset pair, but also store the result of that sum into the register that 
previously held the base value.

The trick to taking full advantage of these instructions is to transform loops so that their 
pointer accesses are naturally in pre-increment form. For example, a loop of the form:

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i)
    array[i] = c;

becomes:   T *p = array[-1];
  for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i)
    *++p = c;
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